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Dolly Parton, Gender, and Country Music is the first scholarly monograph to address Dolly 
Parton as a musician and media figure. Author Leigh H. Edwards covered Parton previously, 
most notably contributing a piece to Country Boys and Redneck Women: New Essays in Gender 
and Country Music (Kristine M. McCusker and Diane Pecknold, eds., [Jackson: Univ. Press of 
Mississippi, 2016]) that is expanded here. Although not a biography, which is well-trod territory, 
chapters reflect different phases of Parton's prolific career.  
Edwards makes the case that Parton is worthy of book-length analysis for the complex ways 
that she has represented and reinvented herself in maintaining her fame over six decades. This 
is a cultural/media study rather than a musicological one. This befits the multiple facets of 
Parton’s persona. Although foremost considered a country singer, she is also a songwriter, 
television and movie star, appearing as herself and playing other characters, and has her name 
on a theme park, all of which provide rich fodder. Edwards addresses Issues including 
femininity, feminism, and class and regional identity, particularly the rural Southern poor 
“white trash.” She asserts that Parton had agency while conforming to stereotypes of 
femininity, that she is far more formidable than she appears on the surface. Among the 
recurring themes are fake vs. real, and cultivated sincerity and camp. Parton makes such 
frequent use of self-deprecating humor to diffuse criticism that “boob jokes” merits an index 
entry. Parton sells her mythology, not just her songs. 
Edwards spells out her purpose in the introductory chapter “Dolly Mythology,” which also 
includes a broad overview of her life. Edwards starts with the big questions, “How did Parton 
turn herself into a highly gendered popular music icon? How did such an exaggerated 
performance of country womanhood become so associated with country music history?” (p. 2).  
Examining Parton uncovers larger truths. Edwards introduces Parton’s juxtaposed images of the 
pure mountain girl and the sexualized town tramp or fallen woman, a theme Edwards hammers 
throughout the book. 
In “Backwoods Barbie,” Edwards lays out her arguments for why Parton is a transgressive 
figure. Parton uplifts negative stereotypes. Her gender performance "inhabits dominant and 
marginalized gender roles” (p. 31) and destabilizes gender codes. Parton addresses gender 
double standards in her lyrics and held onto her rights as a songwriter. Edwards compares her 
to her female contemporaries but later does so with Johnny Cash and Willie Nelson and how 
each negotiated their similarly lengthy career arcs. Parton uses gay camp and has become an 
LGBT+ advocate, not just exploiting that community of fans. Edwards looks more broadly at 
gendered trends in country music and argues that Parton is not post-feminist but rather uses 
camp to do critical parody of gender stereotypes.  
The next three chapters focus on different eras of Parton’s career, starting with her early years 
as a “girl singer” with Porter Wagoner to her emergence in the mid-1970s as a solo artist. She 
transitioned to claim more agency, including self-producing an album and assembling a backing 
band adept at rock, pop as well as country genres. She played up her life story as part of a self-
created authenticity narrative. Parton ties her creative output to her life story with songs such 
as “The Greatest Days of All,” in which she both celebrates and rejects false nostalgia. Edwards 
shows how Parton fits into the hillbilly cultural trope. 
Heading into the 1980s, Parton became a pop star and film star. Parton deliberately crafted a 
persona and modified her look for crossover appeal. She carefully projected sincerity on 
television, on variety and talk shows and made-for-television movies. Edwards deeply analyzes 
specific appearances, for instance the shifted power dynamic when Wagoner appeared on 
Parton’s 1988 ABC variety show. Parton drew together mass, pop and folk culture during this 
period. Her film career bolstered her album sales. Edwards delves into Parton's nuanced use of 
camp and how she disrupted the male gaze. 
Parton responded to a changing marketplace in the 1990s, particularly the preference among 
country radio programmers for male singers and younger artists, by turning to Americana. 
Parton continued to make TV movies that reiterated her self-mythology, but in releasing 
bluegrass and folk albums, Parton shifted from mass to niche marketing. Parton also wrote an 
autobiography in which she spoke about how God fit with music and sex in her life; for 
example, Parton rejected fundamentalism but not God and critiqued the masculinity of church 
life. 
The scattershot chapter on Parton’s career since 2000 lacks an overarching theme. In the 
weakest stretch of the book, Edwards describes Parton’s online presence, failing to indicate 
how Parton differs from other modern celebrities. Edwards describes Parton’s triumphant 
headlining slot at the 2014 Glastonbury Music Festival, far more remarkable because it is 
primarily a celebration of youth culture and never a notable showcase for country music. 
Edwards analyzes Parton’s participation in reality television, particularly singing contests, for 
which she overlooks Idolized: Music, Media, and Identity in American Idol (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2011) in which Katherine Meizel specifically addressed the meaning of 
Southern identity on American Idol. 
Edwards concludes with a chapter on Dollywood, the theme park manifestation of Parton's 
selling herself as a brand and turning hillbilly culture into a tourist attraction. Edwards also 
delves into the business relationships behind the attraction, notably that Parton is involved in 
management but did not found and neither owns or operates the park. Working with outsiders 
with different viewpoints creates challenges in being both pro-family and pro-LGBT+.  
 The tone is analytical, not breathless fan worship. Edwards obviously cares enough Parton to 
commit herself to such extensive research, but she maintains detachment. Instead, the book is 
full of solid arguments for the worthiness of Parton as a scholarly subject, including the 
complexities and juxtapositions of her life as a media figure with an enduring career. 
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